Granite Mountain

Rock Springs
Mantle Rock
Rockland Road
Flat Rock
Bridge Creek
Mountain Rock
Mile Rock
Panola Mountain

by David Oakey Designs

Interface®
Looking back at quarantine life 2020, we all have a lot to be grateful for. Our busy lives came to a sudden halt, offering unexpected time for self-reflection and innovative ways to cope. Long walks became essential. As a few months wore on, the repetitiveness of neighborhood walks fostered the need to find something new. Just a twenty-minute drive outside of Atlanta, a former granite quarry, Arabia Mountain hosts a cluster of trails.

Upon entry, Arabia Mountain is not awe-inspiring nor majestic. But meandering along, an oasis of color and texture revealed a “floor” designed by nature, offered by man. The repetitiveness of neighborhood walks fostered the need to find something new. Just a twenty-minute drive outside of Atlanta, a former granite quarry, Arabia Mountain hosts a cluster of trails.

Carpet tile is designed with right angles and squares that merge with natural, tonal texture and gradating striations of color into a beautiful organic look. It was a gold mine of inspiration for the Granite Mountain Collection.

Inspiration and colors from nature have been a growing trend since the mid-twenties when it was first novel to consider well-being for the occupants in office design. Even prior to the pandemic, biophilia had grown in popularity for the many plants indoors, color trends shift from classic palm leaf greens to other colors of nature: rich earth tones in hues of brown, mushroom, russet and ochre, as well as a move from cool grey to warmer grey. In 2020, as May and June trade shows cancelled immediately, affirming predictable trends for design inspiration shifted, and human nature dominated our way of thinking. Due to isolation in quarantine, people all over the world are clamoring to be close to nature during these uncertain times. Bringing nature indoors was popular, but the pandemic life has catapulted how biophilia and nature contribute to our well-being to the forefront of design.

The Granite Mountain Collection features three timeless styles all mimicking organic granite textures.

Rock Springs, Mantle Rock and Rockland Road feature simple plain gradating shades of cool and warm grey emulating granite patterns.

Mountain Rock, Bridge Creek and Flat Rock are textural transition tiles, allowing a subtle or bold shift in pattern to isolate a change in the floor plan.

Mile Rock allows for a natural, local yeild accent feature.

Peach Mountain brings in sheen peak of color through soft weaves of varying hues; rich blue, fawn; dusty sage and olive green; a garden of mushroom hues or softened marigold, ochre, and washed peach, each blended with subtle warm grey allowing for design distinction called “solution pits” in the natural world.

Timeless design inspired by nature’s floor, the Granite Mountain Collection offers endless design opportunities emulating hallowed ground.
Rock Springs™ Colorline

Specifications

- Modular, 25cm x 1m
- Manufacturer: Aquafil
- 100% Recycled Content Nylon
- 100% Solution Dyed
- Tufted Textured Loop
- Intersept® Protekt®
- 0.109 in, 2.8 mm
- 5,615 oz/yd³
- Up to 83%
- Total Recycled Content
- Indoor Air Quality: Green Label Plus #GLP0820

Installation Methods

- ASHLAR
- HERRINGBONE

PRODUCT

ROCK SPRINGS

COLOR

107290 TAUPE GNEISS
107291 CHARCOAL GNEISS
107292 LEAD GNEISS
107293 IRON GNEISS
107294 NICKEL GNEISS
107295 BLACK GNEISS
107296 GREY GNEISS
107297 SLATE GNEISS
PRODUCT: MANTLE ROCK
COLOR: 107288 GREY STONE | ROCK SPRINGS - 107296 GREY GNEISS
INSTALLED: ASHLAR
PRODUCT
Rockland Road®
COLOR
107312 GREY QUARRY
INSTALLED
ASHLAR

Specifications
Installation Methods
Modular, 25cm x 1m
Manufacturer
Yarn System
Color System
Construction
Preservative Protection
Soil/Stain Protection
Pile Thickness
Pile Density
Total Recycled Content
Indoor Air Quality

Aquafil
100% Recycled Content Nylon
100% Solution Dyed
Tufted Pattern Loop
Intersept
Protex
®
Intersept Protex
®
0.103 in, 2.6 mm
6,990 oz/yd³
Up to 83%
Green Label Plus #GLP0820

ASHLAR
HERRINGBONE
Mile Rock™ Colorline

- **Product**: Mile Rock™
- **Color**: 107316 Ink Mica
- **Installed**: Monolithic

**Specifications**

- **Module**: 12.518
- **Manufacturer**: Aquafil
- **System**: 100% Recycled Content Nylon
- **Color System**: 100% Solution Dyed
- **Construction**: Tufted Sheared
- **Preservative Protection**: Intersept®
- **Soil/Stain Protection**: Protekt®
- **Pile Thickness**: 0.194 in, 4.9 mm
- **Pile Density**: 6,866 oz/yd³
- **Total Recycled Content**: Up to 85%

**Installation Methods**

- **MONOLITHIC**: Non Directional

**Green Label Plus**: #GLP0820
PRODUCT
Panola Mountain™
COLOR
107300 BROWN LICHEN
INSTALLED
107298 RUST LICHEN
107302 GREEN LICHEN
107299 BLUSH LICHEN
107303 MEADOW LICHEN
107301 YELLOW LICHEN
107304 BLUE LICHEN
107305 SAGE LICHEN

Specifications
Installation Methods

Specifications
 modular, 25 cm x 1 m
 yarn manufacturer
 yarn system
 color system
 construction
 preservative protection
 soil/stain protection
 pile thickness
 pile density
 total recycled content
 indoor air quality

Installation Methods
 non directional
PRODUCT PANOLA MOUNTAIN COLOR 107301 YELLOW LICHEN
PRODUCT MANTLE ROCK COLOR 107288 GREY STONE INSTALLED RANDOM ASHLAR
PRODUCT PANOLA MOUNTAIN COLOR 107298 RUST LICHEN
PRODUCT MANTLE ROCK COLOR 107288 GREY STONE INSTALLED RANDOM ASHLAR
PRODUCT PANOLA MOUNTAIN COLOR 107302 GREEN LICHEN
PRODUCT MANTLE ROCK COLOR 107288 GREY STONE INSTALLED RANDOM ASHLAR
PRODUCT PANOLA MOUNTAIN COLOR 107305 SAGE LICHEN
PRODUCT MANTLE ROCK COLOR 107288 GREY STONE INSTALLED RANDOM ASHLAR
PRODUCT PANOLA MOUNTAIN COLOR 107299 BLUSH LICHEN
PRODUCT MANTLE ROCK COLOR 107288 GREY STONE INSTALLED RANDOM ASHLAR
PRODUCT PANOLA MOUNTAIN COLOR 107300 BROWN LICHEN
PRODUCT MANTLE ROCK COLOR 107288 GREY STONE INSTALLED RANDOM ASHLAR
PRODUCT PANOLA MOUNTAIN COLOR 107304 BLUE LICHEN
PRODUCT MANTLE ROCK COLOR 107288 GREY STONE INSTALLED RANDOM ASHLAR
PRODUCT PANOLA MOUNTAIN COLOR 107303 MEADOW LICHEN
PRODUCT MANTLE ROCK COLOR 107288 GREY STONE INSTALLED RANDOM ASHLAR
PRODUCT PANOLA MOUNTAIN
COLOR 107298 RUST LICHEN, 107299 BLUSH LICHEN, 107302 GREEN LICHEN, 107304 BLUE LICHEN

PRODUCT MOUNTAIN ROCK
COLOR 107327 MINERAL PEAK

INSTALLED RANDOM

PRODUCT PANOLA MOUNTAIN
COLOR 107301 YELLOW LICHEN

PRODUCT MILE ROCK
COLOR 107316 INK MICA

INSTALLED RANDOM